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Forward
Included in this book are poems I began writing on the morning of May 18,
starting with a few words and an idea stuck in my mind from the night
before, walking along the rim of the Grand Canyon at sunset, surrounded by
vastness, glowing colors, and all of us happy little people moving about
peacefully and respectfully at the edge of such realities . . . we were alike, all
quelled, quieted, and smoothed over to become consciously, completely, and
simply, one being with what we saw and smelled and heard and were,
existing together as tiny moving parts connected on and on and on to the
sweetness and immenseness of our amazing environment.
The next day, Saturday morning, I found myself filled with words and ideas
for one new poem after another. At the beginning I wanted to do justice to
the words in my head from the night before about “all the people,” now
amplified when again I was surrounded by vastness, colors beyond
describing, looking out over the Grand Canyons . . . with “all the people.”
I found a bench, sat down, thumb typed to my phone, and emailed the first
poem of the day.
I did the same for “canyons” and also later in the day for “colors,” but the
ideas, images, and connections were a constant tumble. I was overwhelmed
and thumb typing was too slow. Again and again I pulled pen and paper
from my pocket and scribbled a thought, words for an image, words for a
feeling, but mostly I scribbled poetry, words as lines and pauses and more
lines, flowing from what I was seeing and feeling inside and all around,
delivered through me, spilling out onto paper and into memory.
Throughout the day, as we explored the edge of the Grand Canyon and later
as we drove back down to Sedona, wanting to see the Red Rocks again, and
then back to Phoenix, stopping to see my mother one last time and paying a
last visit to my sister and her husband before boarding an airplane on our
way back to Maine – all day I was filled with memories, ideas, words, and
progressions for poetry, poetry which compelled me to say it out loud or get
it written down.
By my count, 18 poems came from all the inpourings, poured back out as
best I could, on that single day, an amazing day for my sense of myself as
someone who sometimes writes poetry. That day was the day poetry took
me on an all-day ride. The words, ideas and need to get it written down
continue. On June 9, I have 38 poems. Many will be included in this book.
Bill Eberle June 2013
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1

daughter
family photos
sorority girls
and friends
down all these years
from way back when
to now
mother and daughter
touching
and connecting
to here
and each other
and then

June 2, 2013

2
sweet man
sweet man
taking us into the desert
like that
seven years my senior
with the dry air
and rising sun
pulling at our
existence
our bodies’ water
we walked out

into high desert

near high rocks
climbing to the sky
on our right

2

descending saguaro lands

tall
impossible
rock formations

2

valley
and distant mountains
on our left

May 21, 2013
edited on June 1, 4, & 23, 2013

3
colors
my mother
in her 90s
loves coloring books
she has 20 or more
colored pencils
near where she sits
right now she’s
working on one
with all the States
state outline
flower and bird
flag
emblem
and motto
state things to make each
state different
I can see and hear
the history
can hear them
arguing in their
legislatures
and then voting
to make one choice
a fact
she likes
the information
about each state
at the bottom
of the page
she says
the State Coloring Book
is a wonderful idea

3
she likes to learn
the images to color
have to be
complex enough
or she’ll get bored
and look for another
coloring book
and she likes
coloring books
that teach her
her next coloring book
is about a Caribbean Reef
with lots of fishes
and facts about each
we hope she’ll like it

May 18, 2013

4
crack
you open
it’s amazing
how family
can crack
you

open
so
the sorrow
pours in

4
how you can be
ok
one minute
defending your
sanity
and then slowly
the sorrow
seeps in

May 21, 2013

5

raw
I have to thank you
the way you rubbed me raw
last night
has opened me up
and flooded me
with new poems
the way
you rubbed me raw
made me so sad
today
the sadness grew
and grew
in me
like a tree
and flowered

May 18, 2013
edited June 1, 2013

6

To Sedona
Driving north
we were stunned
as soon as we saw them

all of our emotions
were cleansed
like children
before the wonder
of God
we rejoiced
we laughed
and sang

May 18, 2013

7

The red rocks
of Sedona
The red rocks
of Sedona
pulled my sorrow
away
the power of them
sucked everything
but wonder
out of my soul

May 18, 2013

8
slide rock
Slide Rock State Park
Oak Creek cutting
deeply into hard rock
smoothing
and shaping
deep pools
curved channels
and slippery
rock chutes
friendly rock places
to slide down
rising on both sides
fantastic
complex
cliffs
green and lush
down here
with flowing rushing
water
flowing moving
parents
children
teens
twenty somethings
couples
old people
bathing suits
shorts t-shirts
and underwear
everyone talking
smiling
laughing

8
crystal cold
plunge
or ease on in
slowly
moving ourselves in
the magic of
Oak Creek’s
Slip Slide Rock Park
the wonder of
this natural playground
feeling all
our fun

May 18, 2013

9
all the people
all the people they said
you'll be surprised
by how many people
there'll be
at the Grand Canyon
I don't mind the people
especially at the rim
it feels wonderful
to be part of them
to feel the sentient
bath of them
of all of us
to hear the music of
different languages
to be here
in this moment
to be standing
on the rim of a place
older than all of us
forever
ancestors and all
older than
everything we’ve ever
been
all the way back
to the beginning
the buzz of us
the chamber of
our existence
absorbing
canyons within

9
canyons
cliffs
sculptured rocks
rock slides

growth
life
and change
impossible colors
with a river
flowing through
a place
as far down
and far away
as I can see
and all the people

9
it feels wonderful to me
I like all the people
being one of them
here
on the rim
of the Grand Canyon.

May 18, 2013
edited May 31, 2013

10
Canyons
They call it
the Grand Canyon
but it’s not
It’s canyons and
canyons and canyons

on and on
not endless
but vast
more than we can see
from any rim vantage point
like the ocean
from its shore
curved before us

10
from one vanishing
point on our left
to another on our right
with the bulge
of reality
in front of us
and nearby
on either side
and right here
at our feet
and out
to the horizon
endless in its
variety
Holy Places

May 18, 2013
edited on June 1, 2013

11
too incredible
it’s too incredible
but it exists
existed long before
our kind
I like to imagine
the first peoples
to see this
and those who
decided
to stay
and explore
generations
and generations
moving down
from the rim

and living

11
surrounded
by all the life
down in these
layers of time

May 18, 2013

12

zombies
half-dead
zombies
we’re all half-dead
most of the time
I wonder if it’s a reaction
to our environment
I sure didn’t see
any zombies
looking out
across the Grand Canyon
we were all alive
alive
alive
so alive
my skin popped

May 18, 2013

13

I’m glad I listened to you
Wow
what I felt
from those trees
I met
on our walk
I’m glad
I listened to you
and we walked
where you wanted
us
to go
I prayed to a god
I don’t believe in
the answer
was deafening
I still don’t believe
in God
but I do believe in
my bewilderment

May 18, 2013
edited June 1, 2013

14
and we cried
wonderful trees
along the rim
of the Grand Canyon
touched
some
and listened
one of the trees
I touched

lurched
inside
me
absorbed
my grief
and we
cried

May 18, 2013

15
grand canyon colors
holy browns
and holy tans
red browns
oranges
that can live nowhere else
and reds
tans and browns
dotted with greens
blended with green
red brown
brown
and tan
shadows
cliffs
and
strata
everywhere
and way out
soft browns
subtle red tans
a wide stripe
of gray white
then darker brown
topped by
dark points
evergreens
white clouds
all above

June 1, 2013
from notes on May 18, 2013

16

at the Grand Canyon
this old man
has had enough
for now
spread out before him
the wonders
of age
far beyond his

May 18, 2013

17
rung by the bell

the Courthouse
rung by the Bell

Taj Mahal actually

17
I see the Old Ones
standing all around
on the top of the Bell
looking down on us
Peace they say
learn Peace

May 18, 2013

18

white clouds
white clouds
over desert to be

May 18, 2013

19

we live in layers
you can see
we live in layers
plane moving
above clouds
moving slowly
lakes woods roads
and buildings below
ending the layers
I can see
distinct layers
I can feel

May 19, 2013

20

sister and brother
it’s an old story
between
us
you wanted me to
shut up
and not get
hurt
and I wanted you to
help me
fight them
I think it’s still going on
you want me to be
nice
and I want you
to stop
being nice

May 18, 2013

21

truth
when people say
things that aren’t true
and make
or try to make
you do things
that aren’t right
it’s better to fight
than to
pretend
it’s ok

May 18, 2013
edited June 4, 2013

22

sorrow
if you embrace
your depression
and your sorrow
I mean hug it
and squeeze
it tight
sometimes
out of
nowhere
it will
burst
into song

June 3, 2013
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song
And this
this
is what I’ve come
to understand
When I try to pray
and when I actually
do
the words
the words
are my essence
and everything
I remember
is my song

June 4, 2013

24

my poems
nothing special
about my poems
I mean it’s something
anyone can do
it is
kind of holy
but it’s also in
everyone
of us
I just describe
what happens to me
when it happens
or soon after
or my memories
when they happen
when the words
are there
I write them down

May 18, 2013
revised on June 7, 2013

25
sex
we need sex
because it connects us
to the past
not just our childhoods
healing
replacing pain
with pleasure
slowly
one event by another
if we can
but also to our
distant past
our ancestors
all humans who have ever
lived
perhaps some
just us
in other lives
we need sex
because it connects us
to them
we need to connect
to what is crazy
insane
and beyond
reason
in us
and in all of us
all the way back
to the beginning

25
we need to touch
ourselves
and others
as best we can
again and again
to remember

May 31, 2013

26
sex is all mixed together
concerning sex being
an animal urge
actually
it’s all mixed together –
the old parts of what we really are
our animal natures
our “Monkey Brains”
and our senses
our eyes ears noses
our sinuses tongues mouths gullets
our heads necks backs
chests and stomachs
our arms elbows hands fingers
legs knees feet and toes
our sexual organs
with a thousand parts
and a thousand names
and our skin
our everywhere
that perceives much more
than we are conscious of
and also our bodies as a whole
which perceives
and "thinks" in ways we are
only beginning to comprehend
and the newer parts
the parts
of our brains and bodies
having what we call
"consciousness" and "intellect"
that think and count and analyze
and create
and also reach back

26
to the old parts
to dream
and imagine
and to feel
and the "foreign" parts
we are just beginning to learn about
the 90% of "us"
that are the microorganisms
inhabiting our individual
biospheres
our ancient helpers
driving the processes
that keep us alive –
it's all mixed together
and it all connects us
to everything we are
and everything we have ever been
and to everyone else
and everything they have ever been
and also I'm guessing
to the universe
and everything it has been
and ever will be

June 1, 2013

27
three poems today
three poems today
written to someone
who knows so little
and can not
will not
now
forgive
written also
to speak
for
the
prisoners
I’ve tutored
whose hearts
and sorrow
and pain
I also
some
what
some
how
so much
know

June 3, 2013

28
who am I
who am I
to question
my punishment
for crimes
I did not
now
or
ever
commit
much older
than
innocent
until proven guilty
is the tradition
of revenge
the ancient creed
of tribe and warrior
to wound or kill
the brother
father son
or uncle
when criminal
could not be
had
and so
in hardship blood
and anguish
each male victim
fought to survive
such unexpected fate
and then
embraced
it
with final

28
sacrificial love
of kin

June 3, 2013

29

help me
Oh God
who doesn’t exist
oh god
who feels so strong
Oh god or God
whose laissez faire
annoys me
when I’m so
weak
and I’m so
terribly terribly
dumb
Oh Wonder
of all we don’t
and all we can’t
Oh God Oh god
help me help me
reach
my son

June 4, 2013

30
late spring
lovely healthy
young and blooming
lilac tree
arrayed as
only trees know how
in quiet elegance
projecting
holy place
and such
beautiful peace
given to me
and planted
in the early fall
five and three
quarter
years ago
after my sister died
friends at work
seeing how much
I was shaken
how much
cut to my
core
decided the answer
was new
green
life
life!
maybe someone
somehow knew
that all trees

30
have always been
and will always
be
holy
for me
I love this young lilac
loved it
at first sight
putting it here
at the corner of the house
with someone I love
was my own
perfect
service
young life
stout and strong enough
to require
good planting
a good gift
to honor a living
friend
and help him
on his way
in faithful
remembrance
and reverence
for the much loved
much missed
reality
of the
dead
the only saving

30
answer
really
lovely
lovely
life

June 7, 2013

31

I am
I am strong enough
to be
as it is
my resolve to be
never forgetting
and always feeling
when I remember
and when
I see

June 8, 2013

Thank you
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